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Storyteller
Farjig

Farjig: Storyteller

Carpo 3th fret.

Intro
	 C#7

Verse 1
	 F#     G#                   Bbm
	I?m so far away from my hometown,
                       F#     G#   C#
	I?m so far away from my luck,
                        F#      G#              Bbm  F#
	and the only thing that keep me still alive,
C#         G#                   F#     C#
	are the encore of the audience.

Verse 2
	 F#      G#                  Bbm
	I?m so far away from my hometown,
        F#     G#                   C#
	I?m so far away from my luck,
	 F#      G#                            Bbm  F#
	and the only thing that keep me still alive,
	 C#         G#              F#         C#
	are the memories of your brown eyes.

Solo
	 F# - G# - Bbm - F# - G# - C# -F# - G# - Bbm - F# - C# - G# - F# - C#

Bridge
	 Ebm	   G#
	Think on me,
	 Ebm       G#
	wait for me,
	 C#    F#               C#	 G#
	`cause I want to be with you.
	          C#          F#
	I want kiss you each morning,
	 C#	         G#
	stand at your side,
 		CF          C#  G#
	want to learn `bout life.
	           C#	  F#
	I want see your children,
	 C#	          G#
	playin? in the backyard,



	         CF	 C#   G#
	want die in your arms.
Vers 3
	           F#   G#	    Bbm
	I?m so far away from my hometown,
	           F#   G#        C#
	I?m so far away from my luck,
		 F#      G#    		    Bbm    F#
	and the only thing that keep my still alive,
	 C#	 G#		    F#		 C#
	are the memorie on your long brown hair.

Vers 4
		 F#  G#                  Bbm
	I?m so far away from my hometown,
		 F#  G#            C#
	I?m so far away from my luck,
	      F# G#	      Bbm        F#
	but I think, that I belong to here,
	 C#	  G#	      F#     C#
	because so I sing about my home.

Outro
	 F# - G# - C#


